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About This Game

A virtual reality version of the classic bomberman.

** Now comes with non-VR gameplay **

Blast your way through a maze and destroy all the crates and enemies to to find the key. Collect useful items to help you
progress.

Boom! Maze is another interpretation of a timeless classic from Lucid Pixel. Beat scores from players around the world. Enjoy
a wonderful atmosphere and a colorful world.

Pick up power ups to help you through the levels:
Bomb Up- Increase the amount of bombs you can deploy at the same time by 1

Bomb Down- Decrease the amount of bombs you can deploy at the same time by 1
Fire Up- Increase the range of fire for your bombs by 1

Fire Down- Decrease the range of fire for your bombs by 1
Marble Bomb- Throw a bomb anywhere

Pierce Bomb- Pierce through crates, destroying more of them
Power Bomb- Increase the range of fire to fill all the space in a line

Hp Up- Increase your HP
Heart- Increase your amount of lives
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Clock- Increase the time you have to complete the level
Vest- Temporary invincibility

Bonus- Instantly gain more points
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Title: Boom! Maze
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lucid Pixel
Publisher:
Lucid Pixel
Release Date: 6 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: windows 7

Processor: intel i5-4590 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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boom beach maze deep cut. cassandra maze boom. maze runner book series. maze right boom beach. maze boom beach.
youtube boom beach maze. boom beach maze open. boom major lazer. maze runner book

Quite basic. Not something I'd recommend.
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Jagged Alliance: Rage! coming this fall:
The Unexpendables - Jagged Alliance: Rage! coming this fall

Vienna, Austria, August 14th, 2018: We are all getting older. Nothing bad about that, right? Well, the knees might hurt
sometimes, seeing things far away gets a bit harder, and – oh, boy! - the heart is not as strong as it used to be. But we wake up
every morning, go to work, business as usual: killing some bad guys, igniting the odd rebellion, overthrowing another evil
dictator…

https://store.steampowered.com/app/463170/Jagged_Alliance_Rage/

That's what the mercenaries of Jagged Alliance have been doing these past 20 years. And now Ivan Dolvich, Helmut "Grunty"
Grunther, Kyle "Shadow" Simmons and the other infamous fighters have a mission again when they're stranded behind enemy
lines: survive!

In Jagged Alliance: Rage! you are constantly on the brink of breakdown. Badly equipped and outnumbered, it's up to the player
to lead their seasoned mercenaries in tactical turn-based missions and to light the spark of a revolution.

Jagged Alliance: Rage! - Announcement Trailer (UNCUT): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ELFWusk6Y8

Jagged Alliance: Rage! is the first game to be published by HandyGames, the latest family member of the THQ Nordic network.
HandyGames will act as an independent publisher, focussing on small and mid-sized projects or 3rd-party indie games.

https://store.steampowered.com/publisher/HandyGames

Cheers. Jagged Alliance: Rage! 1st Patch released:
It took a bit longer than expected but we were really trying hard to solve the problems reported by the players and react to the
good input you gave us!

So the patch contains:

 Fixed some achievements not working correctly

 Made some tweaks to the AI on several maps

 Added language setting for voiceovers

 Fixed that corpses are discovered in grass

 Added penetration level to the weapon display

 Fixed rare incidence that a map would restart after finishing it

 Fixed a hole in the Water Treatment Facility map where enemies could fall into

We didn't manage to reproduce and fix some of the random issues we got reported yet, but hopefully we can do that with a
future patch.
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